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ABSTRACT: Since forensic facial approximations are used to
promote recognition of a deceased person, an accurate forensic fa-
cial approximation (FFA) should be easily recognized as the person
to whom the skull belonged (target individual). However, the accu-
racy of FFAs has been previously assessed by the direct comparison
of an FFA to the corresponding target individual for similarity (i.e.,
a resemblance rating). Resemblance ratings may not indicate a fa-
cial approximation’s accuracy since the resemblance of non-target
individuals is not accounted for. This experiment tests the validity
of using resemblance ratings to assess the accuracy of FFAs. The
study indicates that there is no statistically significant difference be-
tween: (a) resemblance ratings of FFAs to target individuals and 
(b) resemblance ratings of FFAs to individuals incorrectly identified
as the target individual. It is concluded that it is not possible from 
resemblance ratings to determine the accuracy and/or quality of a
facial approximation since a non-target individual may receive a re-
semblance rating equal to, or higher than, the target individual.

KEYWORDS: forensic science, facial reconstruction, facial re-
production, skull, face, human identification, face recognition, face
pool comparison, direct comparison

Facial approximation is a technique used to build a person’s
face, from their skull, approximating their facial appearance before
death. Facial approximation may be used in forensic scenarios to
promote recognition of a deceased person in an attempt to gather
information that may aid the process of identifying the skeletal re-
mains. Since forensic facial approximation (FFA) is used to pro-
mote recognition, an accurate FFA should be easily recognized as
the person to whom the skull belonged (target individual).

The accuracy of FFAs has been assessed experimentally by face
pool comparisons (1–3). This method requires showing a facial ap-
proximation to a group of assessors who attempt to identify the tar-
get individual out of a number of presented faces (i.e., the face
pool). The face pool is made up of a number of non-target faces, of
the same age, sex, and population of origin as the target individual.
Depending on the experimental method, the target face may or may
not be present in all face pools. Once the assessors have attempted
to identify the target individual, the confidence at which identifica-
tion rates for each face can be considered to be above, below, or
equal to chance, can be calculated using statistical methods (e.g.,
chi squared test, Fisher’s exact test). The higher the identification

rate of the target individual above chance, at statistically significant
levels, the more accurate the facial approximation.

The accuracy of forensic facial approximations as measured by
face pool comparisons appears to be generally low. Stephan and
Henneberg (3) found only one of 16 facial approximations to be
identified at a statistically significant rate (25%) above chance 
(p � 0.05), with many non-target individuals identified for all fa-
cial approximations, some significantly above chance rates (p �
0.05). Snow et al. (1) found two of two facial approximations to be
identified significantly above chance (p � 0.05), one identified
12% above chance rates, the other 54% above chance rates. Again,
non-target individuals were identified in both cases. In Case 3, two
non-target individuals (photos 4,6) were selected at rates close to
that of the target individual (1) and appear to be above chance at
statistically significant levels (p � 0.07). Van Rensburg (2) found
that 15 facial approximations were, on average, identified at a rate
19% above chance rates, with the remaining identifications being
of non-target individuals.

Not all authors have, however, assessed a facial approximation’s
accuracy by testing its ability to be recognized. Krogman (4),
Suzuki (5), Helmer et al. (6), and Prag and Neave (7) have at-
tempted to assess the accuracy of forensic facial approximations by
directly comparing the appearance of the facial approximation to
the corresponding target individual for similarities (resemblance
ratings).

The accuracy of facial approximations, as judged by direct com-
parisons to a target individual, appears quite high in comparison to
the accuracy obtained in experiments previously mentioned. Ex-
amples of the judged accuracy by direct comparison are: [the facial
approximation is] “recognizable as that of the subject chosen” (4);
“the resemblance between the two [the target individual and the fa-
cial approximation] was quite striking” (5); and “The reconstructed
face bore an uncanny resemblance to the photograph” [of the target
individual] (7).

Helmer et al. (6) measured the resemblance of facial approxi-
mations to their corresponding target individuals on a scale from
1 to 5 (1 being a great resemblance and 5 no resemblance). They
concluded that “in general it can be said that at least a slight (rat-
ing of 4) and often even a close resemblance (rating of 2) was
achieved” (6).

It appears that resemblance ratings are used to indicate the accu-
racy of a facial approximation because it seems that when two faces
are similar they are recognizable. However, the validity of using re-
semblance ratings to assess a facial approximation’s accuracy can
be questioned for two reasons:

(1) Similar faces may not be the only recognizable faces. A face
that does not appear to be morphologically similar to another
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may still be recognizable as belonging to the same person if
observers are able to perceive recognizable characters in both
faces despite their morphological differences. This may be
evidenced in forensic casework where poor quality FFAs, de-
spite bearing limited resemblance to target individuals, are
still identified correctly. Caricatures, as well as pixilated im-
ages of faces, present a similar scenario since these images
are not precise representations of an actual face, yet remain
recognizable (8,9). Furthermore, caricatures have actually
been shown to increase the ease of recognition of familiar
faces (8,9).

(2) Resemblance ratings are not a relative measure, that is, they do
not take into account non-target faces which may bear equal or
higher resemblance to the FFA making them more recogniz-
able than the actual target face.

These limitations may be the etiology of the discrepancy be-
tween the accuracy of FFA as measured by face pool comparison
(low accuracy) and direct comparison methods (high accuracy).

This study tests the second limitation by determining if facial ap-
proximations correctly identified as the target individual receive a
higher resemblance rating than those facial approximations that are
incorrectly identified as the target individual.

Materials and Methods

Four skulls were approximated with four different techniques of
facial approximation: (a) a 3D American sculpting method; (b) a
3D combination sculpting method; (c) a 2D FACE assisted com-
puter method; and (d) a 2D American drawing method (for details
of techniques see Ref 3.)

Thirty-seven assessors, with a background in the medical sci-
ences, attempted to identify target individuals from a face pool for
each facial approximation. Face pools consisted of ten pho-
tographs. Antemortem photographs were used of the target indi-
viduals. Non-target faces in the face pools were of the same sex and
approximate age as the target individual. Faces in the face pools
were standardized for size although this resulted in some pho-
tographs differing in resolution.

Since antemortem photographs were used of target individuals,
the choice of photographs was limited and resulted in one photo-
graph of a target individual wearing a hat and another sunglasses.
In these cases, the corresponding faces in the face pool also had
similar attire e.g., hat or sunglasses. All photographs were devel-
oped and printed on Ilford®IS3.1M photographic paper (127 mm
by 100 mm) in black and white. In order to keep lighting between
the faces in the face pools and the facial approximations consistent,
facial approximations were photographed in a fluorescent-lit room
without a flash. This was done to simulate an average, indoor, am-
ateur “snap shot,” which many of the photographs of the target in-
dividual faces appeared to be.

Assessors were presented with a facial approximation and a cor-
responding face pool and asked if they could identify a face from
the face pool that was the individual approximated. Assessors had
the option of not being able to make an identification i.e., deciding
that the facial approximation did not correspond to any face in the
face pool. Not all face pools included the target individual. Of 592
identification scenarios, 472 included the target individual and 120
did not. Face pools that did not include the target face had one of
the other faces in the face pool repeated in a slightly altered posi-
tion so that no new individuals were introduced, keeping face pools
as consistent as possible. Repeated faces were developed in black

and white on a slightly higher contrasting (Ilford® IS4.1M) photo-
graphic paper (127 mm by 100 mm).

Facial approximations, with corresponding face pools, were pre-
sented to assessors who followed written instructions and com-
pleted a questionnaire regarding which face (if any) the subject
could identify as being that of the person approximated; the resem-
blance of the facial approximation to the face identified by the as-
sessor; and the confidence with which the assessor thought they
had made a correct identification. As assessors completed one as-
sessment scenario (one facial approximation compared to the cor-
responding face pool) they were given another (in random order)
until all 16 assessments were completed. Since four different
methods of facial approximation were used on each of the four
skulls, face pools were repeated for each facial approximation of
the same individual. Since assessors were not aware of the total
number of faces approximated and that each face pool included
only one target individual, assessors were forced to treat each iden-
tification assessment as an independent case.

The written instructions indicated that when an identification
was made, assessors were to rate the resemblance of the facial ap-
proximation to the face identified on a scale from 0 to 10. Weight-
ing of the assessors’ judgments was guided by the description that:
0 � no approximation; 2 � slight approximation; 4 � some ap-
proximation; 6 � close approximation; 8 � great approximation;
and 10 � perfect approximation. Every other number between 0
and 10 represented the median weighting of the numbers immedi-
ately higher and lower. Assessors were also asked to rate the level
of confidence that they had correctly identified the target individ-
ual by indicating if they were not confident, slightly confident,
fairly confident, or confident.

The distribution and variance of the two samples (true positive
identifications and false positive identifications) was analyzed (to
determine if the assumptions for an unpaired t-test were fulfilled)
before a two tailed, equal variance, unpaired t-test was used to de-
termine if any statistically significant difference existed between
the average resemblance ratings (p � 0.05, power � 90%). Pear-
son’s product moment correlation coefficient was also used to de-
termine if any relationship existed between the resemblance and
confidence levels of both samples. Microsoft® Excel 98 was used
for all data analysis.

Results

Of the total identification scenarios (592) there were 151 in-
stances (26%) where no identification was attempted and 441 in-
stances (74%) where identifications were made. Of these identifi-
cations, 354 (80%) were made when the target face was present in
the face pool and 87 (20%) when the target face was not present.
Thirty-eight (9%) of the identifications made were true positive
(correct identifications of the target individuals) and 403 (91%)
were false positive (identifications of non-target individuals).

A histogram indicated that both the true positive and the false
positive samples were normally distributed i.e., 68% of sample
scores fell within �1 standard deviation of the mean and 99% of
samples scores fell within �3 standard deviations of the mean
(Table 1). An f-test indicated that the variance of the average re-
semblance ratings for correct and incorrect identifications of target
individuals was not significantly different (p � 0.05). A two tailed,
equal variance, unpaired t-test (p � 0.05) indicated that there was
no significant difference between the average resemblance for cor-
rect and incorrect identifications of target individuals at a power of
90% (Fig. 1).



The resemblance rating of the facial approximation to the face
identified tended to increase as the assessor’s confidence level in-
creased, independent of whether or not the correct face was identi-
fied (Fig. 2). These trends were significantly correlated (r � 0.95).

Large standard deviations of the mean for resemblance ratings (as
reflected in Figs. 1 and 2) and large ranges in confidence levels were
observed, although details have not been included in this paper.

Discussion

The observation that average resemblance ratings for true posi-
tive and false positive identifications do not differ at statistically
significant levels (p � 0.05, � � 0.10) does not support the hy-
pothesis that resemblance ratings indicate a facial approximation’s
accuracy, i.e., ability to be recognized as the target individual. It
can, therefore, be concluded that resemblance ratings of a facial ap-
proximation to a target individual does not indicate a facial ap-
proximation’s accuracy.

The increasing resemblance rating with the assessor’s confi-
dence level is to be expected since it is logical to assume that when
the resemblance of a chosen individual’s face to a facial approxi-
mation is perceived as being great, the assessor would believe
he/she has made the correct choice and be confident of it. However,
the results indicate that an assessor may not have made a correct
identification even if an assessor is highly confident they have se-
lected correctly and believes that the resemblance is high. The large
range in responses for resemblance and confidence levels is not un-
expected since both are subjectively determined.

Since resemblance ratings appear not to be valid in assessing the
accuracy of a facial approximation, articles (4–7) that have used
such methodology to assess the accuracy and/or quality of facial
approximations are probably unreliable. Future studies assessing
the accuracy of FFA should use the face pool comparison as op-
posed to the direct comparison method (resemblance ratings).

This study also demonstrates that printing images of a facial ap-
proximation and the corresponding target individual (as has been
done in almost all previous publications of FFA) to indicate to
readers a facial approximation’s accuracy is of little use. In such a
scenario, only the similarity between the two is indicated, not the
“recognizability”/accuracy of the FFA. Authors are advised to print
identification rates plus face pools accompanied by the FFAs (if
confidentiality is not an issue). Despite the identification rates, im-
ages will allow readers to attempt to identify the target individual
and compare their selections among themselves, which should help
indicate the accuracy of the facial approximation presented.

Since face pool comparisons assess a facial approximation’s
ability to be recognized, those studies that have used this method
appear to give the best indication of an FFA’s accuracy and qual-
ity. The main disadvantage with this method is that only an unfa-
miliar identification scenario (the use of assessors who are not fa-
miliar with the target individual) has previously been employed.
Unfamiliar identification scenarios are not representative of a real
forensic environment because a familiar person usually recognizes
the facial approximation. It has been shown that recognition of un-
familiar faces is much poorer than is the case with familiar faces
(10). Unfamiliar face identification from still video images in a
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TABLE 1—Percentage frequency of resemblance ratings for true
positive and false positive identifications.

True False
Resemblance Positive (%) Positive (%)

0 0.0 0.2
1 0.0 1.5
2 10.5 6.9
3 2.6 8.7
4 10.5 13.9
5 31.6 20.8
6 18.4 19.1
7 18.4 17.9
8 7.9 10.2
9 0.0 0.5

10 0.0 0.2
Average � SD 5.3 � 1.7 5.3 � 1.8

FIG. 1—Average facial approximation resemblance for true and false
positive identifications of faces.

FIG. 2—Average resemblance ratings by assessors’ confidence levels
comparing true positive and false positive identifications.
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face pool comparison scenario (of ten faces) shows that approxi-
mately 30% of responses can be expected to be incorrect, even if
viewpoint of the faces and expression are constant (10). Therefore,
assessing a facial approximation’s accuracy in a familiar identifi-
cation scenario may increase accuracy estimates.

Unfamiliar identification scenarios are also not representative of
a real identification scenario since in familiar recognition it is the
internal features of the face, as opposed to the external features,
that play a more significant role in recognition (11). For unfamiliar
scenarios the external features of the face appear to contribute as
much as, or more than, the internal features for recognition (10,11).
Present understanding of face recognition also shows differences in
the mechanisms used to recognize a face. In an unfamiliar identifi-
cation scenario recognition is primarily based on pictorial codes
(12). In comparison, recognition of faces in familiar identification
scenarios appears to be based on structural codes (12). The use of
structural codes in unfamiliar scenarios may be facilitated how-
ever, by presenting assessors with several views of each photo-
graph or by presenting all faces in the same exact conditions (e.g.,
same orientation, lighting, emotion, etc.) (12).

Since achieving a familiar identification scenario for deceased
individuals is difficult (3), the face pool comparison method ap-
pears to be favorable as it presents assessors with a recognition task
(despite the limitations listed above). However, the face pool com-
parison test is expected to be a more rigorous test of FFA accuracy
than would probably occur in real scenarios since the use of struc-
tural codes is limited in face pool comparison methods. It is worthy
to note if viewpoint or expression changes between the faces in a
face pool or the stimulus face misidentifications are expected to in-
crease (10). Also, short video clips in comparison to still images,
and color images in comparison to grayscale, appear to offer no ad-
vantage, as they seem not to alter identification rates (10).

If the accuracy of facial approximation is to be increased from
current low levels (3,8), more scientific guidelines for facial fea-
ture approximation need to be developed, with less emphasis on
“artistic guidelines” (which have not generally been tested for re-
liability). Although artistic guidelines can be used to effectively
build a face, as has been shown by the great works of many well-
known artists, it is improbable that these general guidelines,
which are often ideals, are accurate for building the face of an in-
dividual of unknown identity. The formulation of scientific guide-
lines will allow the error of each facial feature approximation to
be estimated. Such an estimation of error may make it possible to
estimate the confidence with which the final facial approximation
can be considered to be accurate, if confidence levels are corre-
lated with identification rates of the target individual. This would
enable a quantitative measure of the “recognizability” of a facial
approximation to be formulated. Such a measure would be bene-
ficial since it could be generated without the use of timely face
pool comparison experiments, which require the identification of
the target individual before the accuracy of the facial approxima-
tion can be determined.

Although it has been reported that the upper face and propor-
tions of the face are the most important for identification (13), it
appears that this generalization is unjustified since many excep-
tions can be found. For example, although it has been reported that
the eyes and mouth are important for recognition while the nose
and chin are not (14–16), it must be noted that this is for full-face
recognition. It may be that the role of the nose and chin may be-
come more significant in profile views (17). Furthermore, not all
individuals rely on the upper face and/or the eyes and/or the mouth
for identification since it has been found that different subjects

may use different features as recognition cues (18,19). Likewise
proportions are probably not the most important for recognition as
evidenced by studies that have found that both facial configura-
tions and independent parts contribute to recognition (20,21).
Again, the contribution of independent features to recognition is
evidenced by studies mentioned above (14–16) that show feature
salient cues are used in recognition. It is also evidenced by the ob-
servation that many people have similar/same facial proportions
yet can still be recognized as unique individuals. It is probable that
both proportional/holistic and feature specific cues play a substan-
tial role in face recognition (10). It also appears to be of limited
import to separate these two functions since they are closely re-
lated. That is, it is impossible to alter the proportions of the face
without altering feature specific cues (Perrett 2000, personal com-
munication). Likewise, it is impossible to alter local or feature spe-
cific cues with out altering proportions (10). Consequently, it is
critical that facial approximationists do not place too much or too
little emphasis on any feature detail/proportions of the face as all
characters appear to contribute considerably to facial recognition.
Similarly, studies examining facial relationships need to be nu-
merous to examine all facial characters.

Although science has much to offer the facial approximation
method, like reliable facial feature determination with known accu-
racy, it is not to say that all scientists are qualified to conduct FFAs.
Many scientists lack the dexterity needed to produce FFA highly
representative of living humans, especially when not using comput-
ers. Optimally, people with adequate knowledge of science, facial
anatomy, anthropology, medicine, dentistry, face recognition/per-
ception psychology, and high dexterity should be employed to con-
duct facial approximations. Unfortunately, few of these people ex-
ist. Consequently, compromises are often made, with many facial
approximations being constructed from collaboration between a sci-
entist (usually a physical anthropologist) and an artist. Although this
is preferable in comparison to a scientist with limited dexterity un-
dertaking facial approximation, it is not optimal nor is it essential,
as has been claimed (13), if a person with adequate knowledge (in
disciplines listed above) and dexterity is available. Collaboration
between the artist and scientist increases the probability for errors to
be introduced into the FFA due to lack of effective communication
and/or cooperation and/or misunderstanding, all of which may hap-
pen unintentionally. Collaboration with an anthropologist seems
also to have been stressed so that sex, age, and population of origin
are accurately determined, as artists are unlikely to have any formal
training in this area (13). This may, however, place the facial ap-
proximation knowledge and ability of the artist into question. If
artists cannot recognize, from the hard tissue, the sex and/or age
and/or population of origin of an individual, how can they know
how that hard tissue relates to the soft tissue? Artists, by definition,
are also creative and imaginative and may unconsciously use this
talent in the FFA process, which is not advantageous. FFA methods
should not include any creative aspect, but should demand high dex-
terity and strict adherence to scientifically tested relationships be-
tween the hard and soft tissues of the face. However, present knowl-
edge of reliable relationships between the facial hard and soft tissues
is not comprehensive and subsequently much subjective interpreta-
tion is required in the facial approximation process.

Conclusions

The lack of a statistically significant difference between the 
average resemblance ratings of a facial approximation identified
correctly or incorrectly as the target individual indicates that re-



semblance ratings are not valid measures of a facial approxima-
tion’s accuracy. There are three apparent ramifications of this
study: (1) printing images of a FFA and the target individual for di-
rect comparison, to indicate a FFA’s accuracy to readers, is of lit-
tle use; (2) results of studies that have used resemblance ratings are
unreliable and should be approached cautiously; (3) facial approx-
imation accuracy should be assessed by face pool comparison in
the future.
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